
 

 

About Zivame 

 
Zivame was founded in 2011 with the vision to facilitate women to shop uninhibitedly for intimate 

wear and to make lingerie shopping comfortable. Zivame is now the No. 1 online lingerie company in 

India with 50 + retail stores and presence in 1000 + partner stores across India. Our  
Mission is to be the destination for every woman’s intimate needs. We believe that every woman 
is unique, and we want to deliver a platform that allows her to browse, discover and shop what 

is right for her. 
 
 
 
All the products at Zivame stem from the desire to design something that is a blend of quality 

and comfort. Zivame offers trendy lingerie, activewear, sleepwear, and shapewear in over 3000 

+ exclusive designs and 100 + sizes catering to women across all body types. 
 
 
 

Engineer/Sr. Engineer- DevOps 

 
Responsibilities 

● Leads Zivame DevOps team that cover one or more of the following disciplines: 
deployment and configuration management, release management, technical cutover, 
environments management and infrastructure automation.  

● Must have experience into Kubernetes/Docker, 24/7 monitoring, Managing Infra 
costs, Linux fundamentals and system administration, also good command on coding 
with scripting languages like Python and Shell scripting, Jenkins, Managing the cloud 
deployment with 100% uptime  

● Excellent AWS (Amazon Web Service) or Azure experience - setting up alarms, launch 
configuration, auto-scaling, tuning, security groups, vpc etc. 

● Setting up Linux environments from scratch i.e. Ubuntu, CentOS etc. Budgeting the infra 
costs and plan for continued cost optimization 

● Designing the architecture to scale the back-end to meet the business requirements 
Knowledge of MySQL and ability to set up the database on a dedicated machine as well 
as RDS. Also, knowledge of setting up read replicas etc. Knowledge of Git and experience 
working on Git. Experience in tuning Linux systems for better performance and ability to 
debug issues in production  

● Experience setting up and customize NGINX. Knowledge of Apache, FPM, web servers 
are plus.  

● Performance tuning of MySQL, Ability to code in Java, Python, etc. is plus. Ability to use 
and learn a wide variety of open source tools and applications  

● Experience in creating network architecture on AWS VPC, subnets, Internet 
Gateway, Route Table and NAT Setup. 

● Experience in configuring firewalls and WAF systems  
● Leading and managing team members 

 
 

 

Qualification & Experience: 
• 5 - 7 years of work experience with an Ecommerce/Product Based Organization. 


